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Abstract. In this paper we propose first to recall the differ- 
ent interconnection structures appearing in network models 
and to show their exact correspondence with Dirac struc- 
tures. This definition of interconnection is purely implicit 
hence does not discriminate between inputs and outputs 
among the interconnection variables and describes the 
relations between in an implicit form as some geometric 
space. Secondly we extend the definition of network inter- 
connection by considering the variables defining the energy 
as belonging to Lie groups and will show that this leads to 
consider interconnection as Dirac structure on some Lie 
algebras. 
1. Introduction 
The control theory considers the interconnection of systems 
as essentially extemal to the system, for instance in consid- 
ering feedback interconnection. In general the connections 
considered consists is simple identities of the external vari- 
ables This holds also for the analysis of passive systems 
where the passivity preserving connection between systems 
consists also in the identity of external variables 1291. How- 
ever concerning passive systems there is a broad class of 
models where the interconnection lies at the heart of the 
model: the network models as for instance electrical cir- 
cuits, one- or three-dimensional mechanical systems and 
more generally analogue circuit models and bond graph 
models 1121 [61[211 [%I. Indeed in constructing a network 
model one proceeds in two steps: first tearing or reticulat- 
ing the system into elemental components representing 
some physical phenomena, then intemmect the compo- 
nents through an interconnection network to a whole sys- 
tem 1211 [111[61[21 Vol. 
It appeared very soon that the interconnection structure in 
network models actually defines on the system's level a 
geometric structure [121 161 1241. In a previous paper we 
have proposed to associate with the interconnection net- 
work a geometric structure called Dirac structure which 
encompasses the previously proposed geometric structures 
[15] 1141 1271 and allows to deal in an intrinsic way with 
constrained systems or networks contahing excess ele- 
ments [271. 
In this paper we propose fist  to recall the Merent inter- 
connection structures appearing in network models and to 
show their exact correspondence with Dirac structures C31 
[SI in order to end up with a purely geometric definition of 
interconnection of dynamical physical systems. This defi- 
nition of interconnection has the advantage of being purely 
implicit hence it does not discriminate between inputs and 
outputs among the iuteramnection variables [291 and sec- 
ondly it describes the relations between the intemect ion 
variables not as maps but in an implicit form as some geo- 
metric space. In a second part we propose to extend the def- 
inition of network intemnnection by considering the vari- 
ables d e f h g  the energy as belonging to Lie groups and 
will show that this leads also to consider inte~onnection as 
defiied by a Dirac structure, now on some Lie algebras. 
2. Interconnection in networks with scalar variables 
2.1. Internal and external variables 
The fist  step in d e f a  a network model of a physical sys- 
tem consists in tearing or reticulating a number of phenom- 
ena occurring in the system such as accumulation of elastic 
energy. Each phenomenon is then represented by a distin- 
guished (multi-)port element among a finite number of 
types [211 [21. The second step is then to define the whole 
system by interconnecting the different port elements 
through a network which in the simplest case may be an ori- 
ented graph, but may be of much more involved nature. 
However in network models of physical systems the consti- 
tutive phenomenon is the storage of some kind of energy 
and consequently the definition of the associated 
(multi-)port element. The storage of energy is defined by a 
real variable x E R or an real vector x E R", representing 
the energetic state of the system in the particular physical 
domains and called energy variable, and a real valued func- 
tion H(x) of the energy variable, called energy function. For 
instance in electrical circuit, the electrical energy, respec- 
tively the magnetic energy, axe functions of the charge of 
the capacitors. respectively of the flux linkage of the induc- 
tors. Or the internal energy of a simple thermodynamical 
system is a function of its number of moles, its entropy and 
its volume. The energetic state in some physical domains of 
the system may undergo some changes in time which may 
be described using two variables, considered as external (or 
port) variables to the elemental energy storing system and 
called power variables following the bond graph terminol- 
ogy 1211 1111, and which are defined as follows: 
(1). 
f = -  ak
dt 
e = dH(x) 
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These variables are called conjugated in the sense that their 
duality product is the time variation of the energy function, 
i.e. represents the power flow ingoing the energy storage 
multiport: 
These power variables describing the interaction of the ele- 
mental energy storing system with the rest of the physical 
system, will also be the variables on which the interconnec- 
tion network is defined. This interconnection network is an 
essential element of the model and indeed may itself also be 
considered and represented as a multiport element [2 11. 
22. ~ n t e ~ o n n ~ ~ o ~  i  network models and their geo- 
In this paragraph we shall recall the definition of intercon- 
nection in network representations of physical systems and 
show that it corresponds actually to a unique geometric 
structure: the Dirac structure [3] [51. Indeed the interaction 
network is primarily power continuous, in other words it 
does not store energy, that means the power balance at its 
ports is equal to zero. This essential property should be 
embedded in the proposed geometric structure. A second 
point is that the inte~onnection network represents a finite 
number of physical phenomena and is hence endowed with 
very precise structures which we shall recall using a classi- 
fication into intra- and inter- domain couplings. These 
interconnection structures should also be all be embedded 
in the proposed geometric structure. Before detailing the 
different interaction networks and showing their correspon- 
dence with Dirac structures, we shall first recall the defini- 
tion of the Dirac structure. 
A Dirac structure is defined on a vector space in an intrin- 
sic geometric way as a subspace of the product of this space 
with its dual and it may be shown [U] that the original defi- 
nition [31 is equivalent to the following one. 
Definition I :  [27] Consider a n-dimensional vector space 
'Er". A Diruc structure on 'Er" is an n-dimensional subspace 
of L C 'Er" x (T") * with the property that. 
(3). 
This definition may immediately be commented with 
respect to the power continuity of interconnection network 
considering the duality product as corresponding to the bal- 
ance of power, it is seen that the Dirac structure embeds the 
concept of power continuity. 
In order to provide a constructive definition of a Dirac 
stmcture, this intrinsic geometric definition of Dirac struc- 
tures may be reformulated by use of linear maps as follows. 
Proposition 1 : 
(i) Every Dirac s t r u ~ t u r e  L C V" x (V") * may be written 
as: L = ker(F + E )  for certain linear maps: 
F : Q" - "w" and E : V"" * 4 W .  Furthermore any 
such maps satisfy: 
E F *  + F E *  = O  (4) 
(ii) Every n-dimensional subspace defmed by linear maps: 
F :  Y" 4 W and E : V" * + W according to (4) 
defines a Dirac structure. 
A Dirac structure may also be defined on a differentiable 
manifold by considering as vector fields each fiber of its 
tangent and cotangent bundles. 
DeJinition 2: [3] E51 A generalized Dirac structure on the 
differentiable manifold 93 is given by a smooth vector sub- 
metric structure 
v ( x , y )  E L, <x, y> = 0 
bundle L C T 3  @ T *'% such that the linear space: 
L(x) c Tx93 x TX*% is a Dirac structure on TX%, for 
every x E 93. 
Note that we call the Dirac structure generalized as we do 
not require that it is integrable (see 1271 1281). 
htradomain coupling network. It is of a purely combina- 
torial nature and is called network graph or port intercon- 
nection graph. The most current class is defined by an ori- 
ented graph as it appears in electrical circuits, hydraulic 
circuits or in mechanical systems (one-dimensional as well 
as three-dimensional). With each edge of the graph a pair 
of conjugated power variables is associated. These vari- 
ables are classed into either across- or through variables. 
Usually this classification is chosen according to meaning 
given to the nodes in the graph. For instance far electrical 
circuits a voltage is associated with any node and hence the 
voltages are the across variables and the currents are the 
through variables. For 1-dimensional mechanical systems, 
displacements or velocities are associated with every node 
and the moss variables are then the velocities and the 
through variables are the forces. But one could as well 
choose the opposite classification, on the expense of using 
the dual port connection network. The network graph 
describes the connection constraints among the port vari- 
ables of the elements due to Kirchhoff's laws which may be 
formulated in the following generalized form. 
Proposition 2 Kirchhoffs loop law: 
The sum of across variables along any cycle (or loop) in the 
network graph vanishes. 
Proposition 3 Kirchhofs cutset law: 
The sum of through variables along any cocycle (or cutset) 
in the network graph vanishes. 
It is immediate that the two Kirchhoff's laws actually 
d e f i i s  a Dirac structure on the space of through and across 
variables by Tellegen's theorem. 
Proposition 4 Tellegen's theorem: 
Let 9 be a port connection graph and denote the through 
variables by i E R" and the across variables by v E R", 
the latter being considered to lie in the dual real space to the 
through variables, then Kircbhoff's laws implies: 
< v  , i >  = 0 (5). 
The Dirac structure may also be defmed in a constructive 
way by using the fundamental loop matrix associated with 
any maximal tree in the graph. Denote by 5 a maximal tree 
of the network graph 9 and by the cotree complementing 
9 in the network graph 9. Then Kirchhaff's laws imply the 
two following relations on the port variables of the ele- 
ments: 
(6) 
. .  
where B = (ITxs B,) is the fwldamental loop matrix, and 
Q = ( - B', I,, ,) is the fundamental cutset matrix 
associated with the tree 5, v4, vv (respectively i, is) 
denotes the across variables (respectively the through vari- 
ables) associated with the edges in 5 and and& is an 
ng x a,  matrix with coefficients in { - 1, 0, 1). The 
equations (6) and (7) may also be written as follows: 
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It is then easy to see that this defines indeed a Dirac struc- 
ture according to Proposition 1 . 
Interdomain coupling network. We shall first consider 
interdomain couplings as they occur in the elasto-kinetic 
coupling in one-dimensional mechanical systems or in the 
electro-magnetic coupling of electrical and magnetic fields 
in electrical circuits. As elementary such systems consider 
the 2-dimensional systems consisting of a mass-spring sys- 
tem or an LC-circuit. In the bond graph formalism these 
systems are modelled by two energy storing element 
coupled by a 2-port element called symplectic gyrator [ll 
defined by the constitutive relation: 
(9) 
where (e, fi) are the power variable of the ports i = 1, 2. 
It is clear that the constitutive relation of the symplectic 
gyrator defines a Dirac structure on the conjugated power 
variables. It may be noted that the Dirac structure cone- 
sponds to the def~t ion  of a symplectic Poisson bracket on 
the manifold of the energy variables 1151 and that the 
dynamic systems are standard hamiltonian systems. 
The intedomain coupling may also be dependent on the 
energy variables, for instance for interdomain coupling 
with the thermal domain, for instance in thermo-chemical 
systems [SI ur thermic systems 1171 and is then expressed in 
bond graph terms by a 2-port element called irreversible 
tramducer 121 whose constitutive relation is analogous to 
the one of the gyrator and defms a non constant Dirac 
structure on the differential manifold of the energy vari- 
ables. Another case w h e ~  the interdomain coupling may 
depend on the energy variables is the case where the energy 
variables have the stnrcture of a Lie group; this case will be 
tceated in more details in section 3. 
Finally the two-port interdomain coupling may be general- 
ized to multiport interdomain coupling by coupling a com- 
binatorial intradomain coupling network with 2-port inter- 
domain coupling elements. This may be illustrated on the 
example of LC circuits (and by analogy on 1-dimensional 
mechanical systems or hydraulic systems). 
Consider an LC-circuit (with possibly elements in excess) 
composed of a set of nL inductors and nc capacitors inter- 
connected through the port connection graph 9. Choose a 
maximal tree 4 in 9 which is maximal with respect to the 
number ylc, CY€ capacitors connected to its edges and denote 
by 3 its complementary cotree (which is maximal with 
respect to the number nL1 of inductors connected to its 
edges). Denote furthermore by Cl (respectively C,) the 
maximal partial graph in 4 whose edges correspond to 
capacitors' ports, which necessarily forms a tree (respec- 
tively the partial graph containing all  capacitors in 9 and 
by kl (respectively LJ the maximal partial graph in 
whose edges correspond to the inductors' ports, which nec- 
essarily forms a cotree (respectively the partial graph con- 
taining all inductors in 4 ). Hence: 
(10). 
According to the partition of the tree 4 and the c o ~ e e  
e,u&, = 4 and e,ue, = v 
and the partition of the voltages and currents: 
and the associated fundamental cutset matrix becomes: 
As now the port connection graph connects two different 
types of elements: the capacitors and the inductors, it 
defines actually an interdomain coupling. This may be rep- 
resented in network terms, according to the bond graph for- 
malism, by augmenting the port connection graph with 
symplectic gyrators at the edges where the inductors are 
connected. Hence the choice of the vector space, on which 
the Dirac structure is defmed, is modified according to the 
manifold of the energy variables: the charges of the capaci- 
tors and the flux linkages of the inductors. Indeed the port 
variables of the port connection graph are also port vari- 
ables of the capacitors and inductors. Hence the currents at 
the ports of the capacitors and the voltages at the ports of 
the inductors constitute the tangent space to the manifold of 
energy variables and the set of conjugated variables consti- 
tute the cotangent space. Now &om Kirchhaff's laws and 
the decomposition of the fundamental loop and cutset 
(15) matrices, one obtains the following relation: 
Again it is easy to verify that this relation defines-a Dirac 
structure in the sense of Proposition 1 . 
23. Hamiltonian systems defined on Dirac structures 
In this paragraph we shall firstly briefly recall the definition 
of an implicit hamiltonian system with ports defined on a 
Dirac structure 1271 and secondly use these systems in order 
to extend the interdomain coupling. 
Implicit hamiltonian system with ports [27]. The implicit 
hamiltonian systems with ports generalize the hamiltonian 
systems with ports 1141 1273 in the sense that they include 
also hamiltcmian systems with constraints or associated 
with energy conserving network models with elements in 
excess 1271. Let %denote the space of the energy variables 
of a physical system. The space of port variables is then 
defined by W, a vectorbundle over % with the m-dimen- 
sional fiber W&x> defining the space of port flow variables. 
The conjugated effort variables then belong to W; . Denote 
by 7% 03 W, 03 To% @ W., the vectorbundle over 93 with 
fibers: Tx% x WAX) x z% x WJx). An implicit hamil- 
tonian system is the defiied in the following way, where the 
geometric structure on the space of energy variables and 
port variables is defined by a Dirac structure, playing an 
and the generalization of interconnection 
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analogous role to the Poisson bracket in explicit hamilto- 
nian systems. 
DeBnition 3: An implicit hamiltonian system with ports is 
defined by a space of energy variable %, vectorbundles W, 
and Wf Over 9?I and a smooth vectorbundle 
such that 
L(x) C T,% x WAX) x c9?I x WJx) is a linear Dirac 
structure over T,% x WAX) for every x E %. Here 
(Tx% x WAX)) * is identified with T:% X WJx) by using 
the natural identification: 
(e, we) E T, * % x W *,(x) ++ 
(16) 
with e and -we the components of p. 
The implicit hamiltonian system with respect to the hamil- 
tonian function H : $6 + R is given defining that for all 
x E 93: 
= .i (x), WAX), e(x> = dH(x), w e ( X > )  E L ( ~ ) ( 1 7 )  
with i E T,%. the velocity of the system in state x. 
An important class of such models consists in energy stor- 
ing n-port elements with constitutive relation (1). These 
constitutive relations may be written in terms of a implicit 
hamiltonian system with ports as follows: 
L c E% @ Wf @ T% @ w; 
++ /? = (e, -we) E (Tx% x WAX)) * 
A second example is the LC circuits treated above. Identi- 
fying now the currents and voltages at the ports of the inter- 
connection network with port variables of the capacitors 
and inductors of the circuit and denoting by qe the vector of 
charges of the capacitors and q52 the vector of the flux link- 
ages of the inductors and by E ,  the total electrical energy 
and by E,  the total magnetic energy, the equations (15) 
becomes: (19) 
This def i is  an implicit hamiltonian system (without ports) 
with respect to the Dirac Structure defined in (15) and with 
respect to the total electromagnetic energy of the circuit. 
Interdomain coupling through hamiltonian systems. 
Implicit hamiltonian system with ports allow to encompass 
other interdomain couplings essential to actuator and sen- 
sor models: the interdomain coupling through an energy 
function, in network terms through an n-port energy storing 
element. Hence the structure of the coupling is now defined 
not only by a Dirac structure (in this case the trivial struc- 
ture in equation (18)). but also an energy function and the 
associated hamiltonian system (18). 
Consider for example a simplified model of a magnetic sus- 
pension consisting of an iron ball in 1-dimensional dis- 
placement in the magnetic field generated by an electro- 
magnet. Disregarding first the kinetic energy of the ball, 
this system may be modeled as an 2-port element storing 
magnetic energy Hw. The energy variables are the flux 
linkage q5 and the position z of the ball and the energy may 
be expressed as follows: (20) 
where L(z) is the inductance which depends on the displace- 
ment z. This system couples the electromagnetic energy 
supply with the mechanical suspended system and, as a 
2-port energy storing element , is a hamiltonian system. 
Finally this definition of interdomain coupling may 
obviously be generalized to coupling through any implicit 
hamiltonian systems with ports. 
This may again be illustrated with the example of a mag- 
netic suspension, where the kinetic energy of the ball : 
(21) Hk"(P) = 
with mass m and momentump would be taken into account. 
The suspension is the following hamiltonian system with 
p0It.s: 
H,(rp, z> = - - +2 
2 L(z) 
1 P2 
0 0 - 1  1 0  0 i[ 0 :j 
0 1  0-1  P = (22) 
0 0  0 0 f, 
O O O O 
fmec 
where (fq9 emg) are the port variables at the electromag- 
netic port and (fmc9 emC) are the port variables at the 
mechanical port. 
3. Interconnection in networks defined on Lie groups 
In the previous section we have considered energy vari- 
ables being reals or real vectors. However this definition 
obscures very much the models and particularly the inter- 
connection structure of these models when considering sys- 
tems as multibody systems, where the displacements may 
not be expressed as real vectors but belong intrinsically to 
the Lie group of rigid body displacements. In the sequel we 
propose to use the Lie group structure in order to generalize 
the definition of interconnection to any Lie group on which 
the energy variable may be defined, based on previous 
work on multibody systems 1171 [191. 
3.1. Energy variables as elements of a Lie group 
Consider now an energy storing phenomenon where the 
energy variable belong to some Lie group G [131, for 
instance the group of rigid body displacements SE(3). The 
definition of the energy storing element then remains ana- 
logue but the definition of the port variables as defined in 
(1) leads to some problem. Indeed these port variables are 
then defined in the tangent and cotangent space at the given 
configuration of the energy and hence are local to the ele- 
ment and not suitable as port variables of the interconnec- 
tion network. However using the Lie group structure of the 
energy variables leads to define naturally as port variables 
the elements of the Lie algebra 9 and its dual 9". 
associated with the Lie group G [131. Extending the work 
on mechanical networks in 1171 [191, the port variables are 
then defined as follows with respect to the velocity and the 
differential of the energy: 
f = TRp-l($Q) (23) 
e = T"RQ(dH) (24) 
where TR, denotes the tangent map to the right translation 
21 0 
at Q [131. 
It is clear that these port variables on the one hand do not 
depend on the configuration Q and on the other hand allow 
to compute the port variables derived from the energy func- 
tion in equations (1). 
In the case of G being the group of rigid body displacement, 
the variable f are the velocity in fixed frame, called twists, 
in the Lie algebra se(3) and e is the force in fixed frame, 
called wrench, in the dual Lie algebra se*(3). 
The port variables of the energy storing elements will, as in 
the scalar case, be used for the de f~ t ion  of the intecon- 
nation network. 
3.2. Interconnection in Lie-network models 
Lntradomain coupling. Defining as port variables the ele- 
ments of the Lie algebra 9 and its dual Cj* and using the vec- 
tor space structure of these spaces, the combinatorial inter- 
connection network may easily be extended. For instance it 
may be defined by using oriented graphs and the elements 
of the Lie algebra and its dual as the across and through 
variables. By applying Kirchhoff's cycle and cocycle laws 
on the network graph on defines a Dirac structure on the 
product Lie algebra (j" where n is the number of edges of 
the graph. In the case of multibody systems, the intecon- 
nection graph is readily defined from the topological struc- 
ture of the mechanism and it may be shown that Kirch- 
hoff's laws applies on the twists and wrenches in fixed 
frame [41. 
Furthermore, as the Lie algebras may be of dimension 
higher than one, some additional intradomain coupling may 
occur. Actually in general they may simply be defmed as a 
Dirac structure defmed on the Lie algebra 9 associated 
with the Lie group G where the energy variable lies. In net- 
work formalism these coupling may be represented by an 
1-port element. Considering multibody systems, such ele- 
ments represent the kinematic pairs interconnecting the 
bodies [171 [191. 
Interdomain coupling. The interdomain coupling has a 
more complex structure then in the case of scalar energy 
variables, which may be deduced from the Lie group sbuc- 
ture of the space of energy variables. Consider firstly the 
interdomain coupling between the kinetic and the potential 
energy in the rigid body dynamics, that is when the Lie 
group of displacements is the group of positively oriented 
isometriesin R3. 
Indeed the dynamics of a rigid body endowed with some 
potential energy U(Q) depending on its position 
Q E SE(3), and kinetic energy K(P) = 5 <P, Y P >  
where P is  its momentum in body frame and Y is its mobil- 
ity tensor (the inverse of the inertia tensor) 191 may be 
(25) 
1 
expressed by the following system 1171 E191: 
where x denotes the Lie-Poisson bracket, TL,  is the tan- 
gent map to the left translation, Ad, is the adjoint represen- 
tation of SE(3) on se(3) [131. The twist T B  is the velocity in 
fixed frame of the body and the wrench WE in fixed frame 
represents the external forces applied to the rigid body. 
21 1 
This dynamical system may be considered as a hamiltonian 
system with ports. Indeed the space of energy variables 
consists in the pair (Q, P) E SE(3) x se"(3) of rigid 
body displacements and momentum in body frame. The 
tangent space, at some point of the manifold of energy vari- 
ables, may then be identified with pairs 
(v, T) E T$E(3) x se(3) of velocities and twists in 
body frame. The port variables axe pairs 
(WE, TB) E se'(3) X se(3) of wrenches and twists in 
fixed frame. Consider now the following Dirac structure 
defiied on the vector space: T$E(3) x se(3) x se'(3): 
with elements denoted by: 
(v, T,WE) E T g E ( 3 )  x se(3) x se'(3). 
and with elements in its dual space denoted by: 
(F, W,T,) E T'$E(3) x se"(3) x se(3). 
Hence the dynamics of a rigid body described in equation 
(25). is a hamiltonian system with ports defiined with 
respect to the Dnac structure (26) and with hamiltonian 
function equal to the sum of the potential and kinetic ener- 
gies.  
It may be noted that the Dirac structure defmd in (26) in 
completely determined by the geometric structure of the 
Lie group where the displacement variables lie. Moreover 
two different network representations, in bond graphs, of 
this Dirac structure were given in 1171 [191. These repre- 
sentation make clearly appear the difference between the 
interdomain coupling in the scalar and the general Lie 
group which is represented by additional network elements. 
Finally this elementary interdomain coupling may be com- 
bined with the combinatorial interconnection and some 
Dirac structure defined on the Lie algebra, to consbuct 
complex interdomain interwmxtions, as it is for instance 
the case in multibody systems. And in some analogous way 
to the scalar case interdomain coupling may also be 
constructed throughenergy storing elements. 
4. Conclusion 
In this papex we have shown that the paradigm of network 
models gives a very precise definition of i n t e m t i o n  
which is much broader than the usual interconnection 
between systems usually considered in control thegr. We 
have shown that the intemnnection may be defined as a 
geometric structure. Following the definition of network 
interconnection this geometric structure was shown corre- 
spond to a Dirac structure. We have furthermore given a 
precise definition of interwnuection in the case when the 
variables defining the energetic state of the system, the 
energy variables, are no more scalars but belong to a Lie 
group. 
The inteconnection structures proposed in this paper, i.e. 
the Dirac structures, encompass various formulations of 
dynamic system as constraint systems and implicit sys- 
tems. They have a very rich mathematical structue which 
is examined in details in a companion paper. It is hoped and 
further work will be devoted to this topic, that enlarging the 
definition of interconnection allows to develop some origi- 
nal control synthesis procedure in particular in the control 
of systems interaction with their environment [91 [lo]. 
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